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 The film's music is composed by S. A. Rajkumar. The film released in the last week of April 2006. Cast Narain as Natarajan
Deepa as Vanitha Raj Kiran as Natarajan's father Vaishnavi as Deepa's mother Mayilsamy as Deepa's uncle Ojyutha selvathu as
Unni R. Sundarrajan as Natarajan's father's friend Silk Smitha as Natarajan's mother's friend Ponvannan as Ponvannan, Mani's
servant Rakshitha as Ponvannan's sister Santhoshi as Deepa's college friend Madhan Bob as Ravi Vadivelu as Ravi's friend Vinu

Chakravarthy as Mani Harish Uthaman as Mani's friend Sudheesh as Mani's friend Rama as Ravi's friend Aravind as Ravi's
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friend Kalyani as Madhavi's mother Silk Smitha's daughter Anjali Nair as Deepa's friend Malaysia Vasudevan as Madhavi
Sampoorthy as Vaasudevan Swetha as Baby Production The title song was initially selected as a single, but was later changed to

"Nenjirukkum Varai". Soundtrack The Music Was Composed by S.A.Rajkumar. The song "Paartha Theerangal" has lyrics
written by S.A.Rajkumar. The song is an evergreen hit in South Indian movie and has been re-used in the movie Shenbagapandi.

Critical reception Indiaglitz wrote "The second time director S. A. Chandrasekhar and the lead actors Narain and Deepa are
doing justice to their respective roles. In an industry saturated with fast-paced films, Narain portrays the role of a tortured soul
with empathy and that of Deepa with calm grace. The cinematography and the score are the icing on the cake. Director S. A.
Chandrasekhar has a command over the narrative arc and in the characterisation of the lead actors. He clearly dabbles in the

emotion-packed genre of movies and has learnt from the mistakes of 82157476af
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